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BLURRED
LINES

 

Tim Leibbrandt talks to artist, Olivié Keck
(https://oliviekeckart.wordpress.com/) about the issues of

holding a straight line and the art of whimsy.
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I thought that a good place to start would be to talk about Sharpies; which are pretty unconventional art materials. You’ve been very prolific withI thought that a good place to start would be to talk about Sharpies; which are pretty unconventional art materials. You’ve been very prolific with
your Sharpie drawings, posting updates almost daily.your Sharpie drawings, posting updates almost daily.

My relationship with Sharpie is actually a relatively recent thing. They approached me via Between 10 and 5, who were sponsoring these drawings and had previously featured
my earlier koki drawings. Drawing for me is an instant gratification, junk food scenario: very immediate and quite non-precious. Everything else I tend to make is so process
orientated. I didn’t expect people to take any notice, but they really have. It’s existed outside of a gallery space and I like that about it. I have had requests to put them in a gallery
and I’ve always declined.

Popping them up on social media, they almost feel like labour-intensive Instagrams.Popping them up on social media, they almost feel like labour-intensive Instagrams.

Yes they do! I guess social media being what it is allows you to have these interjections all the time. That was also why I showed those works in my studio rather; I love that casual
kind of environment. It’s the spirit in which they were made so it makes sense not to have them in a high-brow, “white cubey” space. All the rigmarole of galleries. I already have
anxiety about all the pressy stuff and I just wanted it to be a little bit looser.

I was going to ask actually, is studiowork something that you do ritualistically, coming in to “make art” every day at the same time? Or is it somethingI was going to ask actually, is studiowork something that you do ritualistically, coming in to “make art” every day at the same time? Or is it something
more impulsive when the mood takes you?more impulsive when the mood takes you?

It’s a bit of both really. It is sometimes impulsive. But I get these nagging sensations – I know a lot of artists get them as well – where if I’m not working I feel like I should be
working. So if I spend a day in studio and think “Oh God, what have I made today? Am I going to have to unmake this tomorrow?” but then go home and do a drawing, then I can
feel like I have actually accomplished something that day. It’s quite relaxing for me in terms of the ritual of it all.
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Do you ever use the drawings as a testing ground for, say, an embroidery or ceramic work?Do you ever use the drawings as a testing ground for, say, an embroidery or ceramic work?

Definitely, more and more in fact. Initially when I did my first solo exhibition, ‘False Priest’ in 2014, the drawing was very much backstage and I didn’t give the same amount of
time that I do now. But the more time you spend on something the more it starts to inhabit other areas of your practice. So it is definitely a place to sketch out ideas and I’m sure if
you were someone who followed my drawings, you would see things cropping up later.

I find it really interesting – especially when someone does a lot of drawing or figurative painting, that it becomes clear which areas the artist isI find it really interesting – especially when someone does a lot of drawing or figurative painting, that it becomes clear which areas the artist is
particularly excited by. For example, you’ll find people who love doing faces but hate doing hands and it’s clear in their work. In your work theparticularly excited by. For example, you’ll find people who love doing faces but hate doing hands and it’s clear in their work. In your work the
patterns on materials are exceptionally detailed and meticulous. You’ll always draw the full pattern on a duvet or a set of curtains. A different artistpatterns on materials are exceptionally detailed and meticulous. You’ll always draw the full pattern on a duvet or a set of curtains. A different artist
might abstract that or take a shortcut to imply the pattern.might abstract that or take a shortcut to imply the pattern.

I think I’ve always been very seduced by pattern. I find that you can only behave and make work in ways which you respond to. The things which draw me in are areas where
there’s an element of detail which causes you to look twice, but harder, at the work.

I suppose also in terms of facial features, I want the comments to be more general rather than appealing to one person or having recognisable people. I feel like facial features
might be a distraction on the whole. And the lack of facial features lends itself to that kind of dreamy sensation where faces aren’t distinct.
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Speaking of dreamy hazes, there is quite a rippley effect running throughout your work. Even in the ceramics which you had in the ‘Load Shedding’Speaking of dreamy hazes, there is quite a rippley effect running throughout your work. Even in the ceramics which you had in the ‘Load Shedding’
group exhibition. And then also in your drawings of swimming pools.group exhibition. And then also in your drawings of swimming pools.

That might be down to the fact that I can’t hold a straight line! But I do suppose that I’ve loosened up more and more. I love line; I find it to be a very appealing thing. There’s
something about it which really keeps me going. As you go along you find things which work for you and squiggly line has been quite helpful to me in my own experience. They’re
broad enough to be encompassing and not completely wayward.

Let’s chat a bit about your embroidery work for the ‘False Priest’ exhibition. How did you find your way to working with embroidery?Let’s chat a bit about your embroidery work for the ‘False Priest’ exhibition. How did you find your way to working with embroidery?

The whole nature of that show was very domestic. I grew up with a background of being around people sewing and it just filtered in. I was using embroidery and fabric and
quilts in order to keep the visual language domestic and tie into that notion of “women’s work”. I haven’t really done much embroidery since. Not that it was necessarily a time and
place which I won’t ever return to it, but it was a specific tool to achieve the goals of that exhibition. I’m definitely not a master embroider, I got chain stitching down and just ran
with it.
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What informs your decision as to which medium you use for a work or exhibition?What informs your decision as to which medium you use for a work or exhibition?

If I could say anything about my practice, it would be that if you feel like something would best be said in x medium then you should do it that way. The problem for me with
being confined to one medium is that it’s very limiting if you’re saying “Well I’d love to do this thing but it doesn’t work as a painting so I’m not going to do it”. It’s limiting your
potential to explore ideas within yourself. If I am stuck, at least I’m stuck in a new and exciting medium.

How do you go about learning to work in new mediums? You seem to be very specific and quite technical when talking about them. For example,How do you go about learning to work in new mediums? You seem to be very specific and quite technical when talking about them. For example,
you included the type of stitching used in the materials for each of your embroidery works.you included the type of stitching used in the materials for each of your embroidery works.

I research quite a bit, but for the physical making I try to find someone who is willing to give me a bit of their time and teach me a few things because there are definitely things
which you don’t get from a Youtube tutorial. I think that’s another element of what’s nice about working in different mediums. You are forced to engage with people who are
craftsmen and are very skilled in a particular medium. They probably look at me shamefully wandering in going “Hi, hi, I’d like to make a pot please!”

I see that the Commune.1 website has been teasing that you also have an exhibition lined up for next year. At this point do you have any ideas for theI see that the Commune.1 website has been teasing that you also have an exhibition lined up for next year. At this point do you have any ideas for the
direction that the new exhibition is going to take?direction that the new exhibition is going to take?

I do! Well, I’ve started to make work for it and things are happening. It’s quite hard to always have an “issue” and things you want to say. It’s not like you automatically have a
new “issue” every two years; “Oh thank God, I have an issue! Now I can make work!” My last show was playful but overall it seemed quite serious or heavy. I would like to shift
that a bit for my next show, perhaps have a more light-hearted tone.

Quite a few of your titles seem to be slightly sarcastic quips about the art scene and being a creative person in general. You called that sale  ofQuite a few of your titles seem to be slightly sarcastic quips about the art scene and being a creative person in general. You called that sale  of
drawings from your studio ‘Museum Quality’ and produced a very funny drawing called Good Exposure. These works are quite cynical but not reallydrawings from your studio ‘Museum Quality’ and produced a very funny drawing called Good Exposure. These works are quite cynical but not really
bitter.bitter.

I’ve always enjoyed sarcasm as a kind of cushion to very real things which do happen. I think artists, writers, filmmakers etc. are all victims to this mythical “exposure” train at
some point or another. In my own way, I am responding to things which I encounter that lend themselves to poking. Humour is a very successful tool to appeal to a kind of
camaraderie in my audience and make those connections.

Essentially, I want to entertain people. Going to a gallery is fundamentally a leisure experience. It’s not supposed to be work. Good artists can speak to things which they take
very seriously in a way that’s not just trivial whimsy. I hope that my whimsies are at least entertaining and somewhat compelling. Ultimately though, you have to keep yourself
interesting to yourself. The further I go along the more I realise that that is the real challenge.
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